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Blomidon naturalists society 
members are encouraged to share unusu-
al or pleasurable nature stories through 
the pages of the Bns newsletter. if you 

have a particular area of interest, relevant 
articles and stories are always welcome. 

send them to shelley porter at 
blomidonrose17@gmail.com

digital photographs should  
be submitted to 

doug@fundymud.com 

Next submission deadline: 
May 30, 2016
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Farewell

out aND aBout
By JeaN timPa, PaSt editor BNS NewSletter

after two years of my pleading for retirement as temporary Bns 
newsletter editor, shelley porter has come along to rescue me. and 
she will introduce herself in this issue as the planning/organizing 
editor and gatherer of programs, field trips, notices, stories of great 
natural history observations, historical documentation of field 
trips that did occur, some of the photos and drawings, poetry, and 
important odds and ends. [see the following article – “listen” – for 
shelley’s introduction to Bns.]

i started this in september 1974 because the survival of any orga-
nization is dependent on glue, perhaps otherwise known as regular 
communication with the locals and those who are away but still 
love us.

i will be nearby for a while yet to assist shelley, if she needs help, 
because you do not know one another yet. she is from canning origi-
nally and is an expert biologist so will contribute greatly, quickly. 
However, the glue that keeps us together (no gorillas, pleez!) is not 
the editor, or her committee, or gaspereau press staff and gener-
osity, or the Bns board, but all the members and associated help 
who should write and send material before the deadline, even if 
it is only a few lines of interesting observation during the previous 
months. otherwise, we will have to send you blank pages to write 
on, when we would rather be sharing. if you can talk, you can write, 
and editors will quietly fix up any typos, etc., as they are sworn to 
secrecy about bloopers, which i have made a good many times. you 
always seem to have a great variety of observations, which we share 
before our meetings begin, but they don’t seem to be written for 
those who cannot make the meetings. they would like to know, 
too, what is going on here in this part of the world and with Bns. i 
would never mind reading a story (even if i had already heard it) by 
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its keen observer or someone who had a question about why this or 
that was happening.

if shelley receives too much material, the time-sensitive items 
will have to go in first, but the other bits and bods can be saved for 
the next issue. doug and i have had to make those decisions quite 
a few times, as i have had no idea how much he really needs to fill 
up the 56 pages or so for our one stamp, so definitely go too much 
rather than too little!

i leave with a little tinge of sadness, as the newsletter has been 
so much a part of my life for 40+ years, but it is definitely time to 
be sensible, kick myself out, which is always the best way to exit. 
i’ll be around, and now will have to take my own advice and write 
consistently. please introduce yourself to shelley and pass her little 
notes or send them in e-mails so she will know of your talents. sail 
on, Bns. Bon voyage!

Editorial

liStEN
By Shelley Porter

i went to a party last night and spent two hours listening to an old 
man. listening was something i had to learn: i grew up the second of 
four girls, all strong-minded, articulate, opinionated, and well-read. 
your statements had to be clever, complete, accurate, and delivered 
rapid-fire to be heard at all. so listening is a skill i learned later, and 
am still learning.

For the better part of the past decade, i worked for a mi'kmaw 
organization in a mi'kmaw community. among the mi’kmaq, elders 
are rare and greatly respected. the legacy of residential school expe-
riences and economic marginalization resulted in poor health out-
comes for the mi’kmaq, and they die younger than average nova 
scotians. traditionally, elders were the knowledge-holders for the 
community, and they still are. their memories of times past, and 
information passed on from past generations, inform the current 
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generations in matters of spirituality, social values, food prepara-
tion . . . and natural history. the mi’kmaq had no written language 
before contact with europeans – all their history was oral history: 
stories told and retold around cooking fires and on long hunting 
trips through the forest. all the maps – the locations of clam flats, 
salmon rivers, moose yards, berry patches – were in people’s heads. 
when an elder died, all their knowledge might die with them. so, 
when an elder spoke at a meeting, or brought a concern to our 
offices, we listened.

one of the first tasks i had handed to me when i first started that 
job was organizing a meeting of elders, to share knowledge about 
the Bras d’or lakes. in speaking to activists and legislators in the 
region, it was clear that there would be a benefit to speaking not only 
to mi’kmaq elders but to elders from all the communities around 
the watershed. some farms had been in the same family for nearly 
200 years, and knowledge of the natural world had been passed from 
generation to generation, just like in the mi'kmaw communities. we 
brought all of these elders together in a room, shared prayers and 
food, and told stories. the result was an ecological knowledge docu-
ment like no other, with experiences, hunting techniques, recipes, 
and uses of natural materials exchanged, validated, and admired. 
the elders talked, and we listened, like youngsters have listened 
for millennia: sitting at the table, or off to the side, saying nothing, 
absorbing everything. the elders never shooed us away – the thing 
they want most is to pass their knowledge to those coming after 
them – “know this; do this; don’t do that; do better.”

as i start climbing the learning curve of editorship of the news-
letter, i do so with great respect for my “elders”: the people who 
have worked on this periodical for many years. i volunteered for 
this position with impulsive eagerness and accepted it with awe 
and trepidation. the order of that probably should have been 
reversed, but it’s too late now. i will try to be a good listener: to the 
membership, the newsletter committee, and to the community. 
in a mi'kmaw community, i have reached an age when, if i have 
sufficient expertise, i would be considered an elder. But still, last 
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evening i sat listening and learning from someone who is my elder. 
as naturalists, we should be listening to elders all the time, and not 
just the ones of our own species. the earth, the atmosphere, the 
ice sheets, the caribou, the rivers, the forests – they are our elders, 
and they want more than anything to pass their knowledge to us: 
“know this; do this; don’t do that; do better.” listen.

Club Notes & Notices

BoarD of DirEctorS rEport
By KeNt williamS, BNS PreSideNt

as the earth turns and moves into a new cycle and relationship with 
our sun, we are seeing the renewal of life in the annapolis Valley, 
along with welcome warmer weather. as part of this cycle, the Bns 
board recently met to continue to guide the society in a positive 
direction grounded in our mission of sharing knowledge of natural 
history and its interrelated relationships.

at our march meeting we welcomed several new board members: 
Kody crowell, who is an acadia science student; ian manning, can-
ning resident, who is leading our social network interfaces; shelley 
porter, our new newsletter editor; and Jean timpa, who has moved 
from newsletter editor to sitting on the board. we thank these 
individuals for accepting positions on the board and look forward 
to their valuable contributions. also, at this time we acknowledge 
and sincerely thank departing board members for their priceless 
contributions: murray colbo, Barry yoell, and Jean timpa in her 
newsletter editor role, in which she tirelessly served Bns for many 
years. thank you to these members – these contributions enable 
Bns to continue to thrive.

a large part of the conversation at the march board meeting was 
about our host role and planning for the upcoming nature nova 
scotia conference taking place at acadia in may. Keep an eye out for 
the great talks and field trips planned for this dynamic conference. 
another item that we have been conversing on is a more formal pro-
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cess for recognizing longstanding members for their contributions 
to Bns (i.e., lifetime achievement award). we have not recognized 
a Bns member since 2011 and we believe it is important to continue 
to do this but to have a process that is objective as it can be. we are 
potentially looking to have a review with set criteria for recognizing 
members for awards every fall, with the possibility of recognizing 
one or more members in January of each year.

we look forward to furthering our mandate with strong and val-
ued programming events throughout 2016. moreover, with booked 
speakers and field trips, we need a new program coordinator: if 
anyone is interested please feel free to contact me or any board 
member to explore this. also, our board meetings are always open to 
all members, should you wish to listen in or participate in the open 
dialogue – just contact a board member for our next meeting date.

i look forward to seeing members at the upcoming events. Feel 
free to connect with me any time with questions or concerns about 
the organization.

Club Notes & Notices

MEEt thE BoarD: KoDy crowEll

Kody is one of our new board members this year. He tells us a little about himself:

i’m a third-year acadia student majoring in mathematics and 
statistics with a second major in physics. my primary area of research 
involves predicting the movement of marine life in the Bay of Fundy, 
using computer simulations and tidal models. with this informa-
tion, we hope to predict how porpoises and other sea critters will 
interact with the proposed tidal turbines to be installed.

But on top of my research and my courses, i’m also a resident 
assistant, a teaching assistant, and an editor for the student news-
paper, the Athenaeum. with this position, i hoped to be able to edu-
cate the general acadia populace on the efforts of tidal energy – its 
triumphs, its failings, and its potential as a renewable energy source 
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for nova scotia. i joined Bns with the same goal. i want to open up 
more discussions on conservation and environmentalism within 
the student body. one of the proposed ways of doing this involves 
creating a student branch of Bns, operated out of the acadia stu-
dents’ union but answerable to the main Bns board. there will 
be potential to gain funding from both organizations. Failing that, 
other possibilities of including student participation in Bns involve 
more campus-based activities and talks, and helping out the execu-
tive in any other way i can.

if you have any questions about me, my research, or what i hope 
to offer Bns, feel free to get in touch with me. i’m always around 
wolfville, and i look forward to contributing to the board.

Club Notes & Notices

upcoMiNg EvENtS

Meetings

Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are held at 7:30 p.m., usually on the third 
Monday of each month (note exception for December), in Room BAC241 of the 
Beveridge Arts Centre of Acadia University on the corner of Main Street and 
Highland Avenue, Wolfville. Parking is available off Highland Avenue, on 
Acadia Street, and at the -parking area around the Robie Tufts Nature Centre. 
Everyone is welcome. For more information on any events contact us at info@
blomidonnaturalists.ca.

� moNday, aPril 18, 2016 – Maritimes Butterfly Atlas Wrap Up. John 
Klymko, zoologist for the atlantic canada conservation data centre, 
and director of the maritimes Butterfly atlas will give a wrap-up of 
the spectacular findings of the first comprehensive and systematic 
survey of butterflies in our region.

� moNday, may 16, 2016 – The Fascinating World of Lichens: a look 
into what these extraordinary organisms are and some tips on how 
to identify them, with Frances anderson.
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Frances is a co-author of the field guide Common Lichens of Northeast-
ern North America, published in February by the new york Botanical 
garden press, and has been studying lichens for over 10 years. this 
talk will be followed up by a lichen field trip in may.

� moNday, JuNe 20, 2016 – Monarch Butterflies, with phil schappert.

field trips and other Nature Events
Visit the BNS website for field trip maps and directions.

� BNS maPPiNg iNitiatiVe – maps can be valuable navigational 
resources, but they also tell powerful stories about the past, present, 
and future of our natural world. did you know that Bns now has a 
licence for mapping software and a subscription to an online map-
ping portal (arcgis online)? we do! are you interested in geography, 
maps, or collecting and mapping nature-related data? then let the 
mapping begin.

don’t have gps skills or experience in map making? not a prob-
lem – it’s easy, and we can hold some workshops if need be. if you’re 
interested in being part of this initiative, or have ideas for a map Bns 
should create, contact us at Bns@valleynature.ca.

� Saturday, aPril 16, 2016 – Great Nova Scotia Pick-Me-Up. last year, 
Bns, the eco-Kings action team, members of the county of Kings, 
the town of Kentville, Village of new minas, and the Friends of the 
Kentville ravine society joined forces to clean up along the trails 
and tributaries of elderkin Brook (which flows into the Kentville 
ravine). this year, Bns is joining forces again with local garbage 
enthusiasts – or at least those interested, and able – to do a bit of 
“beautifying” of our local landscapes. we will meet at the commuter 
parking lot on prospect road by the traffic lights directly opposite 
the irving Big stop (just off Highway 101, exit 12) at 9 a.m. parking 
is also available on the former sawler property that now belongs to 
Kent Building supplies. we will spread out from there to tackle the 
general area. For more information, contact Ken Harrison (nosir-
rah@bellaliant.net).
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� tBa, may or JuNe 2016 – Amethyst Cove Rockhounding and Photog-
raphy. Fundy rocks members david and chris sheppard will accom-
pany us on this trip, which includes a descent into amethyst cove 
and a trek along the shore to amethyst cove proper. the descent to 
the cove is not for the faint of heart, and the trip will only proceed if 
the slope and the ropes are ice-free. Fundy rocks will check condi-
tions prior to the trip, and we will use social media (Bns website, 
email, Fundy rocks Facebook page, Bns twitter) to announce the 
trip and to advertise whether it will proceed.

� Saturday, may 14, 2016 – Nova Scotia Spring Bird Migration Count. 
to be involved, contact your local coordinator: haNtS weSt, pat-
rick Kelly (902-472-2322, patrick.kelly@dal.ca); KiNgS couNty, larry 
Bogan (902-678-0446, larry@bogan.ca); KiNgS couNty (KiNgStoN 
area), sheila Hulford (902-765-4023); aNNaPoliS couNty, contact 
chris pepper (902-483-6693, cpepper@ymail.com). anyone inter-
ested in helping coordinate annapolis county or parts thereof, as a 
regional representative, would be most welcomed by chris.

� SuNday, may 22, 2016 – New Birders’ Walk. windsor. leader: pat-
rick Kelly (902-494-3294 (w), 902-472-2322 (h), patrick.kelly@dal.ca). 
pre-registration is required! this trip is geared for those who have 
always had an interest in bird watching but are not sure how it is 
actually done. Bring binoculars and field guides if you have them. 
meet at 9 a.m. at the parking lot for the windsor tourist Bureau, 
just north of exit 6 (water street) on Highway 101. we should be 
1–2 hours and will visit a few different types of habitat in the town 
of windsor. no storm date for this trip.

� may 25, 29; JuNe 2, 6, 2016 – Maritimes SwiftWatch Spring Migra-
tion Roost Counts. individuals are encouraged to count chimney swifts 
at roost sites during spring migration on the above dates (and earlier 
at major roost sites if swifts arrive earlier). these counts are part of 
a national monitoring effort to understand chimney swift popula-
tion trends. nova scotians are asked to continue searching for, and 
reporting, active nests and roosts in both anthropogenic sites (e.g., 
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chimneys) and natural areas. to share a chimney swift sighting, 
report a new roost or nest site, or help monitor an existing site, 
please contact maritimes swiftwatch (marswifts@birdscanada.org, 
1-506-364-5196) or consider sharing your sightings and roost counts 
on their Facebook page (www.facebook.com/maritimes.swifts; 
omit specific address information if posting here), on naturecounts 
(http://www.birdscanada.org/birdmon/mar_swift/), or via eBird. For 
more information, see www.birdscanada.org/volunteer/acswifts/.

� Friday, may 27, to SuNday, may 29, 2016 – Nature Nova Scotia 
Annual General Meeting and Conference. this year nature nova scotia 
will be holding its annual meeting on the acadia university campus. 
Bns members will be leading local field trips over the weekend, 
including our two traditional may trips (Blomidon Provincial Park Fairy 
Shrimp Walk, and Cape Split Hike) and a number of others. all natural-
ists of any age are welcome (you don’t have to be a nns member). 
details will be available on the nns web site (naturens.ca).

� tBa, mid-JuNe 2016 – Tree Swallow Banding Demonstration. miner’s 
marsh, Kentville. a number of local researchers are investigating 
factors involved in the decline of aerial insectivores – bird species 
that feed primarily off aerial insects. one component of this is to 
track individual birds (by applying small leg bands) and to weigh and 
measure them. as part of the miner’s marsh tree swallow project, 
we extend an open invitation to attend a demonstration of chick 
banding at the miner’s marsh nestboxes in mid-June. this will be 
a fantastic opportunity to see birds up close and to get a glimpse 
into the world of aerial insectivore research. the date of the event 
will be determined based on breeding dates of birds that use the 
boxes. please stay tuned! access to miner’s marsh is at the back of 
the Kentville court House parking lot (87 cornwallis st, Kentville). 
contact us at Bns@valleynature.ca.

� tBa, July 2016 – National Moth Week Event: Mothing in the Val-
ley. national moth week (http://nationalmothweek.org) is a global 
citizen science effort to learn about, observe, and document moths 
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in backyards, parks, and neighbourhoods. national moth week is 
being held, worldwide, during the last full week of July (18–26). this 
year Bns will host its second incarnation of this event, led again by 
one of atlantic canada’s leading invertebrate experts, Jim edsall. 
this event will involve a combination of techniques for drawing 
moths and other nocturnal insects in close for observation and pho-
tography (e.g., baiting and sheeting). this event is family friendly 
and will be a great opportunity to view, and be inspired by, some of 
the province’s rich biodiversity that we rarely get to see. as incentive 
to join us, last year, Jim discovered in the Kentville ravine a species 
not yet reported for nova scotia: Neoligia exhausta. time, date, and 
location of this year’s event will be announced soon.

Spruce Grouse
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Field Trip

capE BloMiDoN: a frESh pErSpEctivE
By PatricK Kelly

[editor’S Note: in the last issue (winter 2015), two field trips led by 
Fundy rocks were reported by david and chris sheppard. the fol-
lowing report covers the same trips from a different point of view.]

it is rare that weather postpones Bns field trips by months, but that 
was the case in 2015. due to the late spring and poor weather in the 
fall, two trips to explore new-to-Bns parts of cape Blomidon got 
postponed, in one case several times. we finally made it in october. 
Both trips had a secondary goal of looking for minerals. the leaders 
on both trips were the father-and-son team of david and chris shep-
pard, from Fundy rocks. Besides being an avid rockhound, chris is 
also an accomplished photographer and has made capes split and 
Blomidon a major focus of his work. you can see some of his pictures 
on the Fundy rocks blog (http://fundyrocks.blogspot.ca/), including 
photos of some of the beautiful rocks found there.

cape Split Seafloor

octoBer 24, 2015 – the focus of this trip was agate, a semi-precious 
silica mineral noted for its bright colours and layered appearance. 
we started the trip at little split cove. this beach on the south side 
of the tip of cape split is easily accessible, although there are some 
ropes that can be used, if needed, to help hikers reach the beach. 
the entire beach is the hunting ground for agate. given the tides, 
there are always new pieces being eroded and brought to the top 
layers. once you know what to look for, you can readily see how 
common it is, although really nice pieces are few and far between. 
we had lots of time to look, as our final goal was the sea-side area of 
cape split, and the first choke point is at the west end of the beach. 
eventually the tide ebbed enough for us to have flat ground at the 
base of the cliff, and we were off. to be safe, once you can make it 
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past that point you want to be back there in four hours (or less) to 
make sure that the rising tide does not trap you.

From the beach it is about a kilometre to the tip, but the walk-
ing is not easy in places, as there are areas where you need to walk 
over broken rock. a stout piece of driftwood comes in handy for 
keeping one’s balance. this was my first time, and it is a completely 
new way to see cape split, compared to looking down from the top. 
the “split” that has the nesting gulls in the spring looks a lot taller, 
thinner, and more fragile when seen from the beach. Having been 
to cape split numerous times, i always wondered if it was possible 
to get down to the shore from the tip. those of you who have been 
there may be familiar with the large “crack” about halfway down 
the grassy tip that angles downward toward the shoreline and often 
has shoeprints in it. i now know where it comes out. there is a small 
grassy area, and from there you have to jump the other half of the 
way to get to the water! when you see people at the edge waving 
down to you, it really makes you realize how high cape split is, as 
normally when you are at the top looking down there is nothing 
really to give you a good scale to gauge its height.

Cape Split explorer
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at the actual tip, there is an area called the wind tunnel (named 
for the tunnel that was there and has since collapsed and been 
eroded away), which you could go through to see the north side of 
cape split. it is now a fairly wide gap, although we were cautioned 
to move through quickly due to the possibility of falling rocks. From 
there, we returned to the south side and hiked to the three pin-
nacles of rock, where we noted two more vertical seams in the large 
adjacent rock, which will no doubt provide pinnacles in the future 
to replace the ones that are there now. we kept going, and the foot-
ing became more treacherous, not only because the basalt was more 
broken (often leaving triangular areas with sloped bottoms) but, as 
we were now in the intertidal zone, the rocks were carpeted with 
seaweed in some places, periwinkles in others. at least the barnacles 
provided good footing. despite the slower pace, most of us made it 
out as far as possible, including an octogenarian, who may well be 
the oldest person to see the view from there. the water was pouring 
over the nearby rocks and looked more like part of a river than the 
ocean. after some great photo opportunities, we slowly worked our 
way back to the beach and made it with time to spare.

Approaching storm, Cape Blomidon
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amethyst cove

NoVemBer 7, 2015 – you can likely guess the mineral for this trip! 
amethyst is quartz, but rather than being composed entirely of 
silicon and oxygen, slight impurities in the crystal give it its lovely 
purple colour. i had been aware of amethyst cove for decades but 
did not know exactly where it was, or how to get to it, other than 
that it was more or less north of the parking lot at the start of the 
cape split trail. we had a larger group this time, about 30 people, 
half from Bns and half as part of another group that was doing a tour 
with Fundy rocks. we arrived at the parking lot to discover a search 
and rescue team that was cleaning up. a father and son had spent 
the night in the woods above the tide line near amethyst cove and 
had just been rescued. Fortunately, there were no injuries.

to get to amethyst cove you start by crossing the field by the 
parking lot. unlike the previous trip, there were lots of ropes here, 
and they were definitely not optional in some places!

the descent had to be done in single file, with a real bottleneck 
between two large rocks. eventually, we all made it to the beach, 
where we discovered that it was not amethyst cove – the place we 
wanted to be was further east, almost three kilometres further east! 
looking in that direction, there is a distant headland, and amethyst 
cove is just past it. everyone set off, and while a lot of it was flat, 
in some places the only way to proceed was over large boulders 
that had fallen onto the beach. about half the people who started 
out made it all the way. one of the more interesting observations i 
made at amethyst cove was that there were still flowers in bloom 
along the rock face, despite its being early november. given how 
little sunlight shines there over the summer, one can see that the 
growing season must start quite late.

the amethyst there is usually in geodes, which sometimes break 
open when they fall from the cliff onto the rocks. an unopened 
geode looks just like any other rock, so finding one can take a lot 
of time. again, the erosion causes new material to show up on 
the beach with each high tide. most people found a few pieces of 
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amethyst, the best specimen being a crystal that was about 2.5 cm 
long, dark purple but getting lighter toward the top, with a spiral of 
dark purple inside. we were told that a crystal like that would not 
survive intact through only a few high tides, so it was a good thing 
someone had spotted it.

as always, the climb back up to the trail took longer than coming 
down. on the plus side, it was easier to see where the hand and foot 
grips were going (coming down, there is one steep place where we 
had a spotter telling us where to put our feet).

i hope these trips are run again, and if so, i hope many of you will 
take the opportunity to see this area from an entirely new perspec-
tive.

Natural History

rElatioNShipS iN thE wEB of lifE
By KeNt a. williamS

the deeper i go into this human expedition on earth, the more i feel 
that understanding the universal story is essential to giving meaning 
to our existence and creating a needed paradigm shift in how we 
live on our planet. the traditional cartesian binary perspective of 
nature versus humanity has created separation from our environment 
in how we live our lives: exploiting, accumulating, and profiting 
from what we view as “cheap nature.” we have objectified the envi-
ronment (nature) instead of seeing it as an interconnected system of 
relationships – relationships that include us. For 400 years, western 
society has viewed nature as something to be mapped, rationalized, 
quantified, and, above all, controlled – and to be transformed into 
capital. through understanding the universal story – the narrative 
of how our planet was created from the Big Bang theory – there is 
an opportunity to see the nebula of interconnected and synergistic 
processes over the approximately four-billion-year history of earth. 
instead of the idea of nature versus humanity, we can shift to a fuller 
meaning of humanity in nature, nature in humanity, appreciating 
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that nature is a web of life through which humanity develops. View-
ing that it is an intertwined relationship, humanity can neither save 
nor destroy nature but only transform with it through the intercon-
nected systems and relationships that make up the web of life.

through this meaning of relationship perspective, we can view 
capitalism as only a project or process of our social system, and that 
it is every part nature. i feel this thinking is another part of the puz-
zle in shifting our thinking away from the environment/nature as 
an object that sits outside of humanity and our capitalistic world. in 
understanding in terms of relationships within relationships, it gives 
meaning to how everything intertwines and affects each relation-
ship and system on the planet. i feel the social-ecological systems 
perspective (humanity in nature) gives the potential to move away 
from the cause-and-effect sequence of blaming capitalism and colo-
nization for our challenges (climate change, massive deforestation, 
pollution, food security, and resource exhaustion) to seeing things 
as natural relationships that transform through relationships . . . and 
the power in envisioning new ways of seeing the world and relating 
with it toward possible and desirable futures.

these desirable futures are there, waiting to emerge through 
our relationships and cascading through the transformations and 
bifurcations of human activity in the web of life.

Natural History

alErt: SalaMaNDErS uNDEr attacK
By ted leightoN

as you probably know, a newly discovered disease is causing rapid 
and severe population declines among salamanders in europe. the 
agent causing the disease is a fungus of the chytrid group, very 
similar to, but different from, the chytrid fungus that has caused 
extinction of many species of frogs and toads worldwide. among 
continents, north america has the greatest diversity and richness 
of salamanders and thus is at the greatest risk for loss of biodiversity 
and ecological stability from this new disease, should it arrive.
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information sheets, in both english and French, are intended 
to alert both the public and scientific communities to this disease, 
the risks it poses, and the best approaches to reducing risks. they 
are available at this site: www.salamanderfungus.org/resources/fact-
sheets/. please use them to inform yourself and to disseminate this 
information through your various networks. close observation by as 
many people as possible is the only way to achieve early detection 
and response should this fungus arrive here.

Natural History

a MorNiNg’S paDDlE oN thE aBiSKaq SaBoo
By NicK hill & alaiN BelliVeau

merritt gibson organized a canoe trip down the cornwallis river in 
1991. on that trip, we found our paddles slimed with mats of fila-
mentous green algae and cautioned children to not drink the water. 
there have been various conservation groups formed over the years 
with different focuses: from reducing the agricultural impacts on 
the river water, to the atlantic salmon and, more recently, concern 
for a remnant old growth, the Kentville ravine. But despite their 
best efforts, the health of the river has steadily declined; last year, 
shannon stirling’s report ranked it the most polluted river in nova 
scotia. wikipedia describes the cornwallis as one of the top ten most 
polluted rivers in canada. it also gives a suggested name for the river 
in mi’kmaq: Abiskaq Saboo.

Feeling again the maritime spring doldrums, we harnessed the 
canoe to the rooftop last weekend and put in at the intersection 
between lovett road and the river. we had trouble finding a launch, 
as there was electric fencing across the span of the river at the bridge. 
it was not live, and we hoisted the old canvas canoe into the muddy 
river. we hailed a fly fisherman who was walking along the fenced 
banks of the river looking for a spot to cast. the banks were beautiful 
in a constable Hay wain sort of idyll, the grass was already green, 
and it seemed spring was around the corner. grackles were back, 
but it was a cooling day.
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as we paddled, we noted the grazed floodplain was a spinney of 
the exotic multiflora rose, and we also saw that grazed grass alone 
was not up to the job of holding the bank in place. the riverbank 
sods of Kentucky Bluegrass were sheared off, sending more sedi-
ment into the river. But soon we saw our first stop: a swamp was 
beckoning alain, who has a sixth sense for the endangered Black 
ash. needless to say, he found a single Black ash tree in a beautiful 
swamp nestled between the impact of cattle and a large sand extrac-
tion pit. the Black ash has recently been listed as endangered, and 
this swamp was a mixture of white ash, red maple, yellow Birch, 
and eastern Hemlock. Full of vernal pools and an abundance of 
lichens and mosses, the swamp acts as a water filter and a biodiver-
sity hotspot in a reduced landscape.

we paddled on and came to a smaller floodplain swamp that was 
remarkable for its stand of american elm. most of the good-sized 
trees in the Valley have disappeared because of dutch elm disease, 
so the sight of a healthy elm swamp was heartening. nearby, along 
a higher spot along the meandering river, we found a small stand 
of sugar maple and Black cherry, an unusual sight along this part of 
the cornwallis. atop the stable banks and around vernal pools in the 
occasionally washed floodplain, we found the provincially rare False 
mermaidweed (Floerkea prosperpinacoides), known from only about a 
dozen sites in the maritime provinces. this floodplain footpath has 
been long worn by fishers with great regard for the river. they now 
catch mostly Brown trout, a fish that, despite its persistence, has 
been hammered by pollution in pennsylvania. thus it was shock-
ing for us to find on this very river bank a pile of excrement from 
someone mistaking a beautiful place for a toilet.

we paddled on.
after wrestling our way upriver some more, we found a long seep-

age marsh in fairly good state. it had Black cherry and Blue Vervain 
(Verbena hastata), a blue-flowered rarity that specializes in floodplain 
marsh habitat and provides a good nectar source for pollinators in 
mid to late summer. and on we paddled, but we left before the 
weather turned, scooting downriver with the current, our minds 
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filled with the potential of this great river, but with the sadness of 
its neglect and abuse. we had a list of rare plants that underline the 
river’s potential importance for wildlife and biodiversity. we had 
found an endangered, culturally significant tree (known as wisqoq 
to the mi’kmaq) in a unique swamp type that mixed ash with maple 
and hemlock. we had discovered a surviving stand of american elm 
in good condition and with False mermaidweed, and we had solid, 
or soiled, evidence that these things were underappreciated.

sewage in rivers conjures up a dickensian london to go along 
with a Hay wain in a river so grazed that its sods fall into it. But there 
are now salmon in that same thames river. we of european ancestry 
have done much along the cornwallis river in scarcely 200 years. it 
is a proud heritage. railways took apples in barrels, then boxes, to 
the cornwallis at port williams, whence ships took them to europe, 
where our apples were the prize of the crystal palace. this was a time 
of many mixed farms and of people fly-fishing the river and small 
creeks. Before that, the river served as a key transportation route 
for the mi’kmaq and the acadians – and likely as a prime source 
for fiddleheads, which now grow scarcely and soiled by the river’s 
brown waters. with more people and more intensive methods, we 
overlooked the river and treated it like a ditch. in the memory of the 
retiring generation are days spent playing in the cornwallis waters 
that were then clean. indeed, the cornwallis still flows, and after 
our experiencing just a short canoeing excursion, the prospects of a 
clean, ecologically vibrant river are still evident. Heraclitus claimed, 
“no man ever steps in the same river twice.” But we can reclaim the 
cornwallis and return it to its abiskaq saboo state.

Hh
Fi
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Natural History

roSES aND violEtS aND DaNDElioN JElly:  
a JourNEy iNto wilD EDiBlES
By taNiS macPhail

i’ve been getting to know herbs for a while now. every year i do my 
best to learn a new plant, use, or method. this year, my learning 
curve is transitioning from the concept of “special medicine” to 
everyday wonder foods.

Herbs and wild edibles are much the same thing, when you get 
down to the root of it all. when asked what i do as a herbalist, 
the easiest answer i can give is this: “i practice the use of plants as 
medicine.”

in our allopathically minded society, we’re comfortably 
entrenched, regarding “medicine” as something that comes from a 
bottle, or a specially prepared mixture. that’s true, so far as it goes; 
however medicine can be much easier and more accessible than 
that.

Herbs, and “herbal medicine” rarely work the same way an aspirin 
does. the medicinal and nutritive value of herbs is cumulative. that 
is, it takes time for the active constituents to accrue or act in the 
body in a noticeable way. so the trick, as a herbalist, is to find ways 
of incorporating herbs into a daily routine that is reasonable and 
enjoyable. something that is simple and delightful.

thus, my journey into wild edibles.
did you know that you can eat violet blossoms (Viola odorata) and 

rose petals (Rosa spp.)? How about that unassuming little plant, plan-
tain (Plantago major)?

a few summers ago i started adding to my salads. of course, the 
mix of organic baby greens was an enjoyable start, but it went to 
a whole different level when i added handfuls of fresh basil, sage, 
plantain, dandelion greens, oregano, thyme, mint, lemon balm, 
chives, and beet greens to it. rose petals added a little romance and 
a lot of enjoyment to the mix. on top of that, the fresh blackberries 
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and ground cherries were the bit of sweet to offset the savoury. good 
grief, did we eat a lot of salad that summer!

it was also that summer that i was introduced to the sublime 
delight of coconut rose semifreddo. this gently flavoured, fro-
zen plate of heaven was crafted by the talented aube, author of 
the inspiring Kitchen Vignettes blog (http://kitchenvignettes.
blogspot.ca/). she has the full recipe, along with many others that 
have inspired me to incorporate wild foods into my kitchen, listed 
there. rose petals are a beautiful source of vitamin c and are good 
medicine for the soul.

recently, she and a number of herbal/wildcrafting friends of mine 
have started buzzing about dandelion jelly. i’m fascinated to try this 
simple preserve. a basic jelly, with the addition of bright-yellow dan-
delion petals promises to be a jar full of sunshine come the middle 
of winter. that is, if it makes it that long! dandelions are edible from 
root to blossom and are high in vitamins a and c, and even have 
calcium and phosphorus too. dandelions have mildly stimulating, 
cleansing properties, which help support the elimination of toxins 
from the body. i dare say they also help eliminate toxins from the 
mind, with their bright burst of cheerful yellow.

something i’ve always wanted to do is add sweet violets to my 
salads and confections. i have, alas, never lived where there’s been 
enough proliferation of this quiet little plant to justify sacrificing the 
blossoms to my dinner plate. Violets are also purveyors of vitamins 
c and a, and additionally contain properties that aid the body in 
cleaning the blood and toning almost all the separate systems that 
make us function well.

years ago, when my family would visit my maternal grandparents 
on their farm in cape Breton, one of the first things i’d do after the 
long car trip was bound up to the stand of soft pink mallows (Althea 
officinalis). i’d pick armloads that were as big as me for my grandfa-
ther. i’m sure, in retrospect, he was slightly dubious about the gift. i 
had no idea then that the root of this beautiful, soul-soothing plant 
was edible, nor of the properties associated with it. mallow root is a 
demulcent herb, one that aids healing by softening and coating the 
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area it’s applied to. as a wild edible, it can be used as a vegetable, a 
thickening agent in pottages and stews, and as a vegan base instead 
of eggs for thickening and binding. euell gibbons, in his amusing 
and informative Stalking the Healthful Herb, devotes an entire chapter 
to his experiments with this herb. the flowers and young tips of the 
plants are ideal additions to a wild salad, adding their gentle healing 
properties along with their beautiful colour.

all of these plants can be made into teas. some are ideal tossed 
into spring soups and stews. pickles, jams, jellies, wines, and cordials 
are all possibilities, nuanced with the individual healing properties 
of the herbs added to them. can you imagine making a rose and vio-
let wine? what a delightful thing to pull out on a long January night!

Be mindful in your own wildcrafting adventures to harvest only 
from places you have permission to forage in. too, check to make 
sure that pesticides and herbicides are not in use. Harvest gently 
from whichever stand of herbs you’re foraging in. don’t be afraid 
to let your feet wander and your hands miss a blossom or ten. take 
only what you need for that meal and no more. learn how the plant 
grows and regenerates, and harvest from it in such a way that you 
promote the health and growth of the plant. Be mindful of what 
you do, and give thanks for the blessing of the bounty being added 
to your basket.

last, but certainly not least, do make sure that the plant you 
think is edible is truly who you think it to be. invest in a good wild 
edible handbook, and better yet, connect with a local herbalist, gar-
dener, wise person, or wild edible aficionado who can show you the 
ropes and introduce you to your new food friends. many wild things 
are harmless and helpful. Just as many are not. it pays to know the 
difference between the two before ill effects are felt.

Bright Blessings and Happy wild eating!
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Youth

MargarEE rivEr
By cadel JoNeS, caNNiNg

I wrote about Margaree. It’s where my grandparents live. My family goes to 
visit them yearly. Margaree is such a beautiful place.

my family and i visit cape Breton at least once a year. we go and 
visit our grandparents in margaree Valley. they have a home and a 
cabin on the margaree river. the margaree river is known world-
wide for its amazing salmon fishing. it runs close to the cabot trail, 
which is also world known for its beautiful scenery. the margaree 
river and the cabot trail both make margaree a popular place to 
visit for tourists.

when my family and i go to visit margaree Valley, one of our 
favorite things to do is swim in the river. it is a clean, clear, and 
deep river. the river waters can be frigid cold but they warm up 
significantly in the warm summer heat. we love swimming in the 
strong rapids of the river, having bonfires on the beach, and jumping 
off the portree Bridge.

sometimes we will visit margaree in the winter when there is a 
lot of snow. we will even drive up into the cape Breton Highlands 
where the snow has been over ten feet deep. we have a lot of fun 
cross-country skiing in the snow at the north Highland ski trails. in 
margaree, less than a kilometre from my grandparent’s home, there 
is a fish hatchery that was built in 1902. it is the oldest fish hatchery 
in nova scotia. at the margaree fish hatchery they farm atlantic 
salmon and speckled river trout. every year they release over fifty 
thousand salmon into the ocean where they will fully mature. some 
are released and kept in the river to grow for another year, since they 
are not ready to go out into the ocean yet. at the hatchery they also 
farm over one hundred thousand trout every year.

the salmon that you would typically fish out of the margaree 
river are atlantic salmon that have returned from the ocean to lay 
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eggs. these eggs will soon mature into young salmon, which are 
named fry or parr. these young fish will stay in the fresh water of 
their river homes for another year or two. then they will grow into 
smolt, and at this time in their life cycle they will travel out to sea. 
in the ocean they will fully mature into adult salmon. the adult 
salmon will stay in the ocean for a year or more before they return 
to their river homes. once back in the river, the salmon will lay eggs 
and restart the life cycle.

the margaree river attracts tourists who come and fly-fish atlan-
tic salmon from the river. salmon fishing is probably the most com-
mon style of fishing in the margaree river, but people will also fish 
trout. Fishers love coming to margaree and renting a cabin on the 
river so that they can fish all day long then come back to their warm 
cabin and rest for the next big day of salmon fishing. some renters 
will bring their off-road vehicles like dirt bikes or snowmobiles. cape 
Breton is known for its snowmobiling. the deep snow and the grand 
snowmobile highways make margaree a great place for snowmobil-
ing and all of your other favorite outdoor sports.

travelling to cape Breton every year has become a family tradition 
and has created so many memories. we really enjoy riding our bikes, 
visiting our grandparents, going to beaches, or going on walks. my 
mom grew up in cape Breton and so did a lot of my ancestors. i am 
sixth generation canadian, and my cape Breton family came from 
scotland in 1843. that makes cape Breton really special to my family.

[Cadel (age 14), was awarded honourable mention in the Senior writing 
category of the 2015 youth nature writing and art competition for this piece. 
Congratulations, Cadel.]
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Review

a talE of two chilDrEN’S BooKS
By JeaN timPa

i have two very precious grandchildren: naomi, who will be eight 
in september, and dillon, who had his third birthday a few weeks 
ago in early February. they live in lower sackville, so we see one 
another on occasion, but of course not often enough for this nanny. 
to stretch the money a bit and encourage storytelling, reading, art-
istry, and writing – as was traditional in my own younger life – i 
favour buying books for them, which can be shared for a two-in-one 
bargain in more ways than one.

in a local store in 2014, i was shown a wonderful book days before 
christmas as a possible gift for naomi, so i concurred with the opin-
ion of the clerk that my granddaughter might very well like it. as it 
has turned out, Albie’s First Word, a Tale Inspired by Albert Einstein’s Child-
hood has become one of her favourite books and is now waiting for 
dillon to grow into it. written by Jacqueline tourville and illustrated 
by wynne evans, this short historical novel-style biography is for 
all ages, as notes for adults have been included on einstein’s rather 
remarkable life, and photocopies, by permission, of several pages 
from his “Zurich notebook” grace the front and back pieces of the 
hardcover book, which naomi/dillon and i now both own. i also 
notice that it comes in an e-book version. a more perfect product 
one could not find for a young child, or an adult for that matter, as 
it encompasses a number of ideals and social problems as well as 
the scientific challenges that revolved around einstein’s life – or so 
i thought: another children’s book on the same subject could not 
be as perfect.

then, early this year, a different clerk in the same store who knew 
of my enthusiasm for Albie’s First Word called to say that a new book 
about einstein had come in. yes, it was for children, and she would 
save it for me. i was soon holding the 2016 paperback version of On 
a Beam of Light, a Story of Albert Einstein, by Jennifer Berne and illus-
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trated by Vladimir radunsky, originally published in hardcover in 
2013. again, the author has put in notes for further background for 
all of us, even giving us titles of books she read and her favourite 
online address. it is just as superior as Albie’s First Word but tends to 
emphasize a bit more the scientific aspect of einstein’s life and how 
he figured out a number of things we now take for granted.

Both books encourage children to stop to wonder, think, and 
imagine, as we need new einsteins to ask why, what, where, when, 
how . . . and many more questions. some of his teachers told him 
he was being too disruptive to his classmates by asking too many 
questions, and that he should be more like his classmates – but that 
is another whole story for me to write in another issue. so please 
buy and place both these books in the hands of as many children 
as you are able: your own children, your neighbours’ children, your 
local libraries if they don’t already have them, and your local school 
libraries. it may be one of the greatest investments you ever make. 
naomi and dillon will soon have On a Beam of Light , so it will be inter-
esting to hear if naomi has a preference between the two books, 
or if she finds them complementary. i soon need to find my copy 
of rachel carson’s A Sense of Wonder to go along with these classics 
for them, too.
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do you or children you know have other favourite books, relating 
to our Bns interests, about which we should know? or favourite 
websites? please do write a review and send it to shelley. we need 
to keep our new Bns editor feeling welcome, useful, and busy!

Nature Counts

35th cyril K. colDwEll EaglES/raptorS 
couNt of EaStErN KiNgS couNty
By Jim wolFord

SuNday, FeBruary 7, 2016 – dumb luck was a good provider this 
morning regarding weather. snow flurries and even a blizzard 
changed abruptly and the sky cleared and bright sun appeared, 
to provide excellent visibility. we had 18 field parties totalling 34 
people, who spread out for just one hour to designated areas within 
our count area (Kentville to avonport and Black river lake to scots 
Bay). we identified and counted all birds of prey seen and also kept 
track of other sightings of all critters of general interest.

Bald Eagles

last year’s count at the same time of year found 555 to 575 (the hedg-
ing here was from 20 eagles that might have got double-counted). 
Both totals are near-record highs, but this year’s total of 380 is close 
to our long-term recent average. adults made up 60.5 percent of the 
total (39.5% immature).

the eagles were located as follows: 

•  51 in the Avonport area
•  41 west from Canning, including the main feeding site (where 

eagles showed little hunger)
•  40 south & east of Grand Pré National Historic Site
•  38 east & north of Port Williams (between the Cornwallis & Canard 

rivers)
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•  36 north and west of Grand Pré National Historic Site
•  36 at White Rock, Gordon Young’s chicken farm, just south of Gas-

pereau river (Bernard Forsythe called gordon the night before 
the count and arranged for an offering of chicken carrion, which 
the eagles quickly found this morning)

•  24 in the Cornwallis River valley (Kentville to Wolfville)
•  24 north and east of Grand Pré National Historic Site
•  23 in the Gaspereau River valley (White Rock to Avonport)

other Birds of prey 

•  50 Red-tailed Hawks
•  1 Rough-legged Hawk
•  2 Northern Harriers
•  1 Sharp-shinned Hawk
•  1 or 2 unidentified hawks
•  1 Barred Owl (as usual, seen at dusk by Bernard Forsythe at his 

feeding tray behind his house on wolfville ridge)

one other report is just hypothetical and unlikely: peter austin-
smith talked with someone who was walking on wolfville dykes/
dykelands and claimed to have seen a snowy owl (no details or 
photo).

other wildlife of interest

•  250 Canada Geese
•  150 Mallards & Black Ducks in the Cornwallis River
•  40 Mallards & 20 Black Ducks in the Gaspereau River
•  1 Common Merganser at Lumsden reservoir
•  40 ravens noted by one observer, and 75+ crows (a murder) noted 

by 2 groups
•  a few flocks of Snow Buntings (2 observer groups) & Horned Larks

[last year Jamie gibson found numbers of coyotes at northeast 
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Grand Pré, but Jamie was absent this year and nobody reported 
coyotes.]

observers

george alliston, peter austin-smith Jr., charlane Bishop-Boates, 
sherman Boates, soren Bondrup-nielsen, John Brazner, James 
churchill, lana churchill, peggy crawford, george Forsyth, Harold 
Forsyth, Bernard Forsythe, glenys gibson, gerry Hardy, pat Hawes, 
tom Herman, angus maclean, debbie mander, mark mander, sheila 
mccurdy, terry murphy, mike o’Brien, ian paterson, meg raven, 
stan riggs, pia skaarer-nielsen, liz stern, richard stern, rick whit-
man, Hannah williams, Kent williams, olivia williams, sherman 
williams, Jim wolford.

thanks again to all participants, and unless i hear comments from 
some of you to the contrary, we are done for another year!
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Nature Counts

SuMMary of cyril K. colDwEll EaglE 
couNtS, 1979–2016
comPiled By Jim wolFord

year
date
time

total 
eagleS

NumBer 
(adultS / 
immature /
uNKNowN)

ratio 
(adultS /
immature)

NumBer oF
oBSerVerS

1979 mar. 4 22 (18 ?) 8 / 10–14 ? 10

1980 Feb. 24 31 (34 ?) 11 ? / 23 ? 10

1981 No count

1982 Feb. 28 36 13 / 23 ?

1983 Feb. 27, 
10–11 am

56 (58?) 27 / 29 11+

1984 Feb. 26 27 (40–65 
in Jan.?)

12 / 15 ?

1985 Feb. 24
10–11 am

36 16 / 20 15

1986 Feb. 23 42 20? / 22? ?

1987 No count 

1988 Feb. 28 56 33 / 23 10

1989 mar. 11 69 25 / 44 7 or 8

1990 Feb. 3
10–11 am

123 60 / 63 16 in 10 
parties

1991 Feb. 3
11 am–noon

148 76 / 72 12 in 8 parties

1992 No count 

1993 Jan. 31
11 am–noon

442 179 / 237 / 26 43% / 57% 15 in 11 parties
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1994 Jan. 30 408 
(inflated?)

183 / 216 / 9 46% / 54% 30 in 12 
parties

1995 Jan. 22 
10–11 am

405 
(inflated?)

173 / 213 / 19 45% / 55% 33 in 14 
parties

1996 Jan. 21
10–11 am

300 
(deflated?)

126 / 166 / 8 43% / 57% 34 in 12–15 
parties

1997 Jan. 26
10–11 am

525 269 / 247 / 9 52% / 48% 34 in 16 
parties

1998 Feb. 1
10–11 am

395 237 / 130 / 28 65% / 35% 32 in 17 
parties

1999 Feb. 7
10–11 am

483 255 / 220 / 8 54% / 46% 37 in 16 
parties

2000 Feb. 13
10–11 am

580 325 / 246 / 9 57% / 43% 29 in 15 
parties

2001 Feb. 10
10–11 am

387 224 / 157 / 6 59% / 41% 35 in 16 
parties

2002 Feb. 9
10–11 am 

333 221 / 109 / 3 67% / 33% 31 in 16 
parties

2002 Feb. 16
10–11 am

312 188 / 120 / 4 61% / 39% 29 in 15 
parties

2003 Feb. 9
10–11 am

425 215 / 200 / 10 52% / 48% 36+1 in 16 
parties

2004 No good count 

2005 Feb. 12
10–11 am

217 115 / 95 / 7 55% / 45% 35 in 17 
parties

2006 Feb. 11
10–11 am

287+* 178 / 106 / 3 63% / 37% 23 in 15–16 
parties

2007 Feb. 4
10–11 am

427 222 / 203 / 2 52% / 48% 32 in 16–18 
parties

2008 Feb. 3
10–11 am

291 163 / 120 / 8 58% / 42% 30–31 in 16–17 
parties
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2009 Feb. 1
10–11 am 

294 184 / 106 / 4 63% / 37% 37 in 16 
parties 

2010 Jan 31
10–11 am

427 245 / 176 / 6 58% / 42% 28 in 17 
parties

2011a Feb. 6
10–11 am

176 (partial) 103 / 67 / 6 61% / 39% 30 in 14 
parties

2011B Feb. 13
10–11 am

179 109 / 67 / 3 62% / 38% 28 in 16 
parties

2012 Feb. 5 477 269 / 189 / 19 59% / 41% 32 in 17 
parties

2013 Feb. 16 293 170 / 122 / 1 58% / 42% 27 in 16 
parties

2014 Feb. 2 388 231 / 153 / 4 60% / 40% 35 in 16 
parties

2015 Feb. 8 555** 356 / 216 / 3 62% / 38% 30 in 16 
parties

2016 Feb. 7 380 60% / 40% 34 in 18 
parties

* One area done the next day – add 10 eagles? ** Reduced by 20 from total counted (575) because 
of possible overlapping observations at Hortonville and Avonport.

Nature Counts

wolfvillE chriStMaS BirD couNt 2015
By aliSoN BogaN

Saturday, decemBer 19 – we recorded 73 species in all. i am aware 
of three count week species: red-breasted merganser, red-throated 
loon, and cedar waxwing.

many thanks to those of you who braved the nasty wind to con-
tribute to the count. you collectively contributed 131 hours and trav-
elled almost 900 km, 140 of them on foot. pat yourself on the back.
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SPecieS Field FeederS total

red-necked grebe 1 1
great Blue Heron 1 1
canada goose 1,592 1,592
northern shoveler 1 1
green-winged teal 97 97
Black duck 1,362 50 1,412
mallard 1,435 1,435
american wigeon 8 8
northern pintail 11 11
greater scaup 3 3
long-tailed duck 2 2
surf scoter 30 30
white-winged scoter 38 38
common goldeneye 5 5
common merganser 16 16
Hooded merganser 32 32
osprey 1 1
Bald eagle (adult) 145 20 165
Bald eagle (immature) 79 16 95
Bald eagle (unknown) 36 36
northern Harrier 5 5
sharp-shinned Hawk 3 3
northern goshawk 3 3
red-tailed Hawk 48 7 55
merlin 1 1
peregrine Falcon 2 2
rough-legged Hawk 1 1
ring-necked pheasant 108 36 144
ruffed grouse 7 7
sanderling 3 3
ring-billed gull 539 539
Herring gull 6,536 7 6,543
iceland gull 42 42
glaucous gull 1 1
great Black-backed gull 359 359
lesser Black-backed gull 4 4
gull sp. (immature) 625 625
Black guillemot 1 1
rock pigeon 404 404
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SPecieS Field FeederS total

mourning dove 322 87 409
Barred owl 0 3 3
short-eared owl 1 1
downy woodpecker 17 32 49
Hairy woodpecker 10 13 23
northern Flicker 17 11 28
pileated woodpecker 2 2
Horned lark 35 35
Blue Jay 226 92 318
american crow 1,936 128 2,064
common raven 297 13 310
Black-capped chickadee 627 210 837
Boreal chickadee 1 1
red-breasted nuthatch 14 1 15
white-breasted nuthatch 28 17 45
Brown creeper 5 5
golden-crowned Kinglet 45 45
american robin 121 1 122
european starling 6,969 142 7,111
pine warbler 1 1
wilson's warbler 1 1
orange-crowned warbler 1 1
yellow-breasted chat 1 1
american tree sparrow 15 15
chipping sparrow 10 10
savannah sparrow 1 1
song sparrow 94 8 102
swamp sparrow 1 1
white-throated sparrow 38 3 41
dark-eyed Junco 59 40 99
snow Bunting 262 262
northern cardinal 19 20 39
red-winged Blackbird 1 1
purple Finch 23 20 43
pine siskin 4 8 12
american goldfinch 823 269 1092
House sparrow 86 86
Falcon sp. 1 1

total Birds 25,701 1,254 26,955
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Nature Counts

wESt haNtS chriStMaS BirD couNt
By PatricK Kelly, coordiNator

moNday, decemBer 28 – the 2015 count was originally scheduled 
for sunday, december 27, but was delayed for a day by a snowstorm. 
monday was considerably better (there was some wind), and we 
even had some sunny breaks. despite that, the total number of 
birds seen, 4,387, was the second-lowest ever reported for this count. 
the only count lower was the first one, in 1987, which had just over 
4,000. part of the reason was the record-low numbers of both ameri-
can crows and european starlings. we average 3,200 starlings, and 
this year we had only 741. we had more canada geese (746), and i 
thought for a while that even american goldfinch would beat out 
the starlings, but in the end we only had 601 of them. i walked 1.5 
km down a woods road off the walton woods road. despite pishing, 
the only bird i found was a red-breasted nuthatch, and it was well 
upwind of me and likely oblivious to my presence. everyone found 
the same thing – very few birds.

the total number of species seen, 45, was well below the count 
average of 55. on closer investigation, i discovered that for the last 
13 years the number of species has been at or below the average, 
despite a relatively constant amount of effort.

even with the low numbers, we added a new species to the count 
(for the third year in a row). the ruff, which had been reported at 
the windsor sewage lagoon since just before christmas, survived 
the sunday storm and was seen by richard stern on the day of the 
count. it arrived in the early morning, but with all the snow it did 
not stay long. a group of birders who were there at the same time 
saw it and got a photograph of it as it flew away. we had another 
snowstorm on tuesday, and the ruff has not been reported since.

Here is a list of all species seen. 
canada goose 746, american wigeon 14, american Black duck 

413, mallard 93, green-winged teal 7, ring-necked pheasant 17, 
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ruffed grouse 2, Bald eagle 24, sharp-shinned Hawk 2, red-tailed 
Hawk 10, rough-legged Hawk 1, merlin 1, ruff 1, ring-billed gull 17, 
Herring gull 206, iceland gull 1, great Black-backed gull 19, rock 
pigeon 188, mourning dove 149, downy woodpecker 12, Hairy 
woodpecker 12, northern Flicker 2, pileated woodpecker 2, Blue 
Jay 122, american crow 373 (record-low count), common raven 
66, Black-capped chickadee 249, red-breasted nuthatch 7, white-
breasted nuthatch 7, american robin 9, northern mockingbird 
2, european starling 741 (record low count), american tree spar-
row 42, chipping sparrow 1, savannah sparrow 1, song sparrow 9, 
white-throated sparrow 19, dark-eyed Junco 113, northern cardinal 
11, pine grosbeak 2, purple Finch 40, common redpoll 5, pine siskin 
8, american goldfinch 601, House sparrow 20.

party-hours totalled 50:35, 4:15 by car and 9:20 on foot. the total 
distance covered was 546.8 km, 525.6 km by car and 21.2 km by foot. 

there were two count-week birds: a great Blue Heron and a 
northern Harrier were both seen near the windsor sewage lagoons 
by george Forsyth.

as usual, i would like to thank all of those who helped in the field 
or as feeder watchers this year: george alliston, margaret alliston, 
John Belbin, tina Browne, louis coutinho, gail davis, ryan Harvey, 
andrew Harvie, susan Harvie, patrick Kelly, peggy Kochanoff, John 
robertson, david simpson, elizabeth stern, richard stern, walter 
urban, sherman williams, Jim wolford. i also want to thank the 
Belbins for hosting the potluck. there was lots to eat and drink and 
some great conversations.

Aa
Bb
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Weather

wiNtEr wEathEr 2015/16, EaStErN 
aNNapoliS vallEy
larry BogaN, camBridge StatioN

tEMpEraturE prEcipitatioN
Max
(°c)

Min
(°c)

Mean
(°c)

total
(mm)

Snowfall
(cm)

DEcEMBEr 2015 5.6 –1.4 2.1 155 55
(30 yr. average) (1.5) (–6.1) (–2.3) (122) (63)

JaNuary 2016 0.2 –7.6 –3.8 96 104
(30 yr. average) (–1.3) (–9.8) (–5.6) (116) (77)

fEBruary 2016 3.5 –6.3 –1.5 117 47
(30 yr. average) (–0.5) (–9.2) (–4.9) (101) (53)

SEaSoN 3.1 –5.1 –1.1 368 206
(30 yr. average) (–0.1) (–8.3) (–4.3) (339) (193)

Source: Environment Canada data for Kentville, NS (http:weatheroffice.gc.ca). 30-yr. aver-
ages: 1981–2010. Snowfall recorded at Greenwood.

after the long, snow-covered winter of 2014/15, this winter was by 
contrast much warmer and more open. we had a strong flow of 
warm air up the atlantic coast from the gulf of mexico, which gave 
us hardly any winter at all.

temperature

the average temperature for the winter was 3.2°c above the 30-year 
average. all three months of winter were above the average, by 
4.4°c, with december being the most extreme. the chart of temper-
atures shows an abnormal winter temperature pattern. in december 
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there were nearly uniform above-freezing temperatures until the 
very end of the month, when the first large snowfall occurred. the 
temperatures decreased a bit after that until the end of the month, 
when there was a mild spell that extended into February. the tem-
peratures dipped again in mid-February, but then the last half of the 
month was warm, and the snow disappeared. on leap day, Kentville 
and greenwood had 17°c to break the old record of 9°c for that day.

precipitation

although it seems that we did not have much snow for the winter, 
it was the short period with snow on the ground that gave that 
impression. as you can see in the records for greenwood, snowfall 
and precipitation were normal for the season. we did not get the 
first snowfall until the end of december, and the ground was bare 
by the middle of February. during that short period there were two 
thaws (one in January and one in early February) when all the snow 
melted. depth of snow got up to 30 cm and averaged only about 10 
cm during the season. during the whole winter there was an even 
distribution of moisture.
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Astronomy

what’S iN thE SKy?
By roy BiShoP

Highlights for may through august 2016

may 6: new moon
may 6–9: large tides
may 9: transit of mercury (see below)
may 21: Full moon
may 22: mars at opposition (see below)
may 30: mars closest to earth (4.2 light-minutes distant)
JuNe 3: saturn at opposition (see below)
JuNe 5: new moon
JuNe 5 & 6: large tides
JuNe 20: Full moon. summer solstice at 19:34 adt.  longest day, 

shortest night of 2016

July 4: new moon, and earth at aphelion
July 19: Full moon.

auguSt 2: new moon
auguSt 11 & 12: perseid meteor shower
auguSt 18: Full moon
auguSt 27: Venus & Jupiter conjunction (see below)
auguSt 26, 27: nova east star party (smileys park)

a Spring and Summer of planets,  
in order from the central Star

mercury – you might recall that a few years ago Venus passed in 
front of the sun, in 2004 and again in 2012. such events are rare, with 
more than a century separating 8-year pairs of Venus transits across 
the solar disk. transits of mercury (the only other planet which 
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can pass between earth and sun) are uncommon, but not rare. For 
example, there were 14 transits of mercury in the 20th century, 
but none of Venus. on may 9 this year, mercury will again pass in 
silhouette across the sun. the transit begins at 08:13 and ends at 
15:41 adt. safety warning: to see the transit, you need a telescope 
that has a proper solar filter. mercury’s tiny, black disk is too small to 
see without magnification, and a telescopic view of the sun without 
using a specially designed solar filter will permanently damage a 
person’s vision.

Because of the tilt of earth in its orbit and the closeness of mer-
cury to the sun, mercury is best seen from the latitude of nova 
scotia with the unaided eye or binoculars in the evening twilight 
in February and march, or in the morning twilight in september 
and october. of course mercury has to be in these parts of the sky 
in those months, which is not always the case. in 2016, mercury was 
in the morning sky during February and march (unfavourable for 
observers in nova scotia), but will be easy to see in the morning sky 
during late september and the first half of october. more difficult 
sightings of mercury may be made on July 16 and august 27 (see 
Venus below).

VeNuS – Venus is the brightest of the planets in earth’s sky, far out-
shining even mars and Jupiter, even when those planets are at oppo-
sition. yet Venus is not visible during may and June. Venus spends 
those weeks on the far side of the sun, lost in the solar glare, as it 
leaves the morning sky and reappears in the evening sky. Venus is 
in superior conjunction with the sun on June 6, and reappears very 
low in the wnw evening twilight early in July.

mercury is one moon diameter above Venus in the evening twi-
light of July 16. you will need a very-low western horizon. use bin-
oculars and, between 21:15 and 21:30 adt, look very low just to the 
left of where the sun has set. in that one binocular field of view you 
will have the entire inner solar system: the twilight glow of the sun, 
mercury, and Venus, and earth in the bottom of the field of view!

on august 27 (the date for public star viewing at the nova east 
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star party in smileys provincial park), Venus and Jupiter are very 
close together (only 5 arc minutes apart), but very low, due west in 
the evening twilight sky. again, you will need a low horizon. use 
binoculars and look between 20:15 and 20:45 adt. during the first 
10 minutes of that half-hour interval, you might also spot mercury 
one binocular field of view at 7 o’clock from Jupiter and Venus.

earth – the third planet has completed more than four thousand 
million orbits around the central star. Friction from tides raised 
primarily by its large satellite has dramatically slowed its rotation, 
increasing its rotation period from near 3 hours to almost 24 hours, 
and continues to lengthen the day. earth’s immediate problem 
concerns its biosphere, namely the impact that its most numerous 
large mammal is having upon the forests, atmosphere, and oceans.

maximum hours of daylight in earth’s northern Hemisphere 
occurs on June 20, at which point the hours of daylight begin to 
decrease as the winter of 2016/17 approaches. at 19:34 adt on June 
20, earth’s tilted equatorial plane lies at its furthest point south of 
the central star, marking the summer solstice in its northern Hemi-
sphere and the winter solstice in its southern Hemisphere. less than 
12 hours before the solstice, earth’s moon is full, making this year’s 
shortest night in earth’s northern Hemisphere especially bright.

marS – in late may, mars, the planet of myth, fiction, and robotic 
exploration, is at its brightest, nearest to earth, and visible through-
out the night. it rises in the east near sunset. mars is pale orange in 
colour, and unlike a star, it does not twinkle.

mars is unique in that it is the only other planet showing a visible 
surface. mercury is too small, too far away, and too close to the sun 
to reveal its surface to earth-based telescopes. Venus, Jupiter, saturn, 
uranus, and neptune are veiled in clouds.

earth, in its faster orbit, laps mars on average every 2.13 years, 
at which time the earth-mars separation is a minimum, providing 
for a few weeks the best telescopic views of the red planet. mars is 
then opposite the sun (“at opposition”) and thus highest in our sky 
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in the middle of the night. the martian orbit is somewhat eccen-
tric (elliptical rather than circular), so at successive oppositions the 
earth-mars distance varies, and the date of minimum separation can 
be several days different from the date of opposition. this year, mars 
is at opposition on may 22 and closest to earth on may 30.

the 2016 opposition is better than those of 2010, 2012, and 2014 
in that mars is closer to earth. But for observers at the northern 
latitude of nova scotia, the 2016 opposition may be not much better 
than those earlier ones because earth’s tilt places mars lower in the 
sky, where atmospheric turbulence makes it more difficult to obtain 
a steady, sharp telescopic view.

two bright objects to the left (east) of mars from may through 
mid-august are saturn and, below saturn, the star antares. dur-
ing may and June, mars moves further to the right of saturn and 
antares, highlighting the westward shift of mars as it undergoes 
retrograde motion during may and June. that apparent backward 
motion is our fault, a consequence of our faster orbital motion as 
earth laps mars in its eastward orbit.

mars has seasons like earth because its rotation axis is tilted from 
90 degrees to its orbital plane by 25 degrees, almost the same as 
earth’s 23-degree tilt. another remarkable similarity is mars’ rota-
tion period, only 40 minutes longer than earth’s. a visitor to mars 
would have no trouble adapting to the martian day-night cycle. 
However, the martian year is 1.88 times longer than earth’s year, so 
an inhabitant of mars would qualify for the old age pension on their 
65/1.88 = 35th birthday.

during may and June, a good-quality small telescope having an 
aperture of 100 mm or greater will reveal the martian disk, with its 
surface markings and small north polar cap, which is tilted toward 
earth during those months. in late may, mars will be only half as 
distant as the sun, and 19 arc-seconds in angular diameter. in a tele-
scope with a magnification of 90× or 100×, mars will appear as large 
as does the full moon to the unaided eye.

Having been at its closest point to earth near the end of may, 
mars is just as well placed throughout June as it was in may, with 
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the added benefit that the best time for viewing mars is not so late 
in the night.

mars remains in the evening sky for the rest of the year. it forms 
attractive patterns with saturn and the star antares during the last 
half of august (see saturn below).

JuPiter – Jupiter, the brightest star-like object in the evening sky, 
slightly outshines mars. unlike pale-orange mars, Jupiter is white 
in colour. Binoculars will reveal its disk and one or more of its four 
galilean satellites.

although well past its march 8 opposition, Jupiter remains well 
placed in the evening sky during may and June. By July it is lower in 
the western evening sky, dropping ever lower as the weeks go by. it 
vanishes into the evening twilight in early september. on august 
27, Jupiter and Venus are exceptionally close to one another (see 
Venus above).

SaturN – with mars and saturn in the same part of the night sky 
this spring and summer, it is no surprise that their 2016 oppositions 
are less than two weeks apart, mars on may 22, saturn on June 3. on 
June 3, saturn is 75 light-minutes from earth, with the north side 
of its rings tipped 26 degrees toward earth. it remains rather low in 
the southern part of the night sky through June, July, and august. 
the best time to see saturn is when it is due south and thus highest 
in the sky. that occurs about 3 a.m. adt at the beginning of may, 1 
a.m. at the beginning of June, and 11 p.m. (23:00) at the beginning 
of July. during august, saturn is in the southwestern sky by the 
time it is dark.

during the last half of august, mars passes eastward between 
saturn and the bright star antares, and all three fit within the field 
of view of typical 7× or 8× binoculars. on the evenings of august 
23 and 24, the three form a nearly straight line. antares, a red giant 
star, is known as the “rival of mars” because its pale-orange colour 
is similar to that of mars.

good-quality binoculars will reveal saturn’s non-star-like shape 
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(like a tiny egg), but a small telescope is needed to reveal its spec-
tacular rings.

uraNuS – despite being much larger than earth, uranus is 19 times 
further from the sun, where sunlight is barely 0.3% as bright as at 
earth. consequently, the 7th planet is barely visible to the unaided 
eye. Binoculars must be used, but even then uranus resembles a star, 
so one must use a finder star chart to identify it. in 2016, uranus is 
in the morning sky from may through august, so is not available 
this spring and summer for good views in the evening sky. it is at 
opposition on october 15 and is not well positioned high in the 
mid-evening sky until november.

NePtuNe – neptune is even more distant and dimmer than uranus. 
like uranus, neptune is not conveniently placed in the evening sky 
during the summer of 2016. it is at opposition on september 2 and 
is not well positioned in the mid-evening sky until october.

Nature will bear the closest inspection; 

she invites us to lay our eye level with 

the smallest leaf, and take an insect view 

of its plain. She has no interstices; 

every part is full of life. 
heNry daVid thoreau

in Natural History of Massachusetts
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Poem

NaturE
By JoNathaN lyoN, wiNdSor ForKS, NS

Jonathan (age 9) took honourable mention in the Junior writing category of 
the 2015 Nova Scotia Nature Art and Writing Competition. Congratulations, 
Jonathan.
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    (registration number: 118811686rr0001)

                     total  $_______

address cheques or money orders to Blomidon naturalists society for 
membership and other purchases to: ed sulis, 107 canaan avenue, Kentville, 
ns B4N 2a7. due date is January 1 of current year. 



SourcES of local Natural hiStory
Compiled by the Blomidon Naturalists Society

amphibians     sherman Bleakney  h: 902-542-3604
& reptiles     Jim wolford     h: 902-542-9204

astronomy     roy Bishop     h: 902-542-3992
         sherman williams  h: 902-542-5104
         larry Bogan     h: 902-678-0446

Birds – general   Bernard Forsythe   h: 902-542-2427
         richard stern    0: 902-678-4742  h: 902-678-1975
         gordon & Judy tufts h: 902-542-7800
         Jim wolford     h: 902-542-9204
         Jean timpa     h: 902-542-5678

Butterflies      Jean timpa     h: 902-542-5678
& Moths

fish & wildlife   ns department of  o: 902-679-6091
         natural resources

flora       ruth newell    o: 902-585-1355  h: 902-542-2095

fungi       nancy nickerson   h: 902-542-9332

hawks & owls   Bernard Forsythe   h: 902-542-2427

indian prehistory  James legge    h: 902-542-3530
& archeology

Mosses & ferns   ruth newell    o: 902-585-1355  h: 902-542-2095

Mammals      tBa

rocks & fossils   geology dept.,   o: 902-585-2201
         acadia university

Seashore      sherman Bleakney  h: 902-542-3604
& Marine life    Jim wolford     h: 902-542-9204


